
HARRY POTTER PARODY!



Budding Theatre
PART 1: THE BEGINNING

PART 1 CHARACTERS
NARRATOR 1
NARRATOR 2
AUNT PETUNIA
UNCLE VERNON
DUDLEY
MCGONAGALL
DUMBLEDORE
HAGRID
HARRY
TOM (barman at the Leaky Cauldron)
QUIRREL
GOBLIN
OLIVANDER
WAND 1
WAND 2
WAND 3
HEDWIG
DRACO
CRABBE & GOYLE
NEVILLE
HERMIONE
RON
SNAPE
THE SORTING HAT

PROLOGUE
Tutor: introduce the cast and brief the audience on the two audience participation lines.

SCENE 1

ALL PERFORMERS come on stage in total darkness. As they shout ‘Lumos’, they raise their phone lights to
the sky.

HARRY Lumos!

ALL Lumos!

This is the cue for the HARRY POTTER THEME TUNE, which plays until all cast are offstage.
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LIGHTS UP.

THE NARRATORS stand stage right. The DURSLEY family stand as if in a family photograph. UNCLE
VERNON holds a drill. DUDLEY holds a box of cornflakes, his shirt stuffed with pillows.

NARRATOR 1 Mr and Mrs Dursley of Number 4, Privet Drive, were proud to say that
they were

AUNT PETUNIA (snootily) Perfectly normal, thank you very much.

NARRATOR 2 Mr Dursley was the director of a firm called Grunnings, which made
Drills.

MR DURSLEY (turns on drill to show it off, then gives the crowd a smug, superior look)

NARRATOR 1 And their son, Dudley, was--

DUDLEY Shut up!

NARRATOR 2 When Mr and Mrs Dursley woke up on the dull, grey Tuesday our story
starts, there was nothing about the cloudy sky outside to suggest that
strange and mysterious things would soon be happening…

(the DURSLEYS look around at the sky)

NARRATOR 1 At half past eight, Mr Dursley picked up his briefcase--

(waits as Mr Dursley struggles to pick up briefcase)

NARRATOR 2 Pecked Mrs Dursley on the cheek

(pecks her on the cheek)

NARRATOR 1 And tried to kiss Dudley goodbye but missed, because Dudley was
having a tantrum and throwing his cereal all over the walls.

(DUDLEY puts hand in cereal and starts throwing it at everyone).

AUNT PETUNIA Awwww, Diddykins.

UNCLE VERNON (chortling) Little Tyke! (DUDLEY throws more)

NARRATOR 2 Mr Dursley got in his car (MR DURSLEY sits down and puts his hand on
the wheel; PETUNIA and DUDLEY wave goodbye - walking backwards - and exit). It
was on the corner of the street that he noticed the first sign of something peculiar.
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MCGONAGALL enters wearing a cat onesie, looking at a map.

UNCLE VERNON Is that a cat reading a map?

The cat freezes, stares at UNCLE VERNON, then slowly puts the map away, then innocently says--

MCGONAGALL Meow. (she puts her paws up like a cat, then ostentatiously licks herself)

NARRATOR 1 As he sat in the usual morning traffic jam,
(VERNON poses sitting in a car, holding the steering wheel)
He couldn’t help noticing that there seemed to be a lot of strangely dressed people
about. (VERNON looks around distastefully at everyone in the room)

BOTH NARRATORS AND THEY ALL WERE WHISPERING:

AUDIENCE Harry Potter - the boy who lived!

UNCLE VERNON exits. DUMBLEDORE enters.

DUMBLEDORE Fancy seeing you here, Professor McGonagell.

MCGONAGALL How did you know it was me?

DUMBLEDORE Because you’re a grown woman wearing a cat onesie.

MCGONAGALL And why are you here, Professor Dumbledore?

DUMBLEDORE I’ve come to bring Harry to his Aunt and Uncle.

MCGONAGALL Harry Potter come and live here?! I’ve been watching them! They are
horrible people! I saw the boy kicking his mother all the way up the street, asking for
sweets. If Harry is sent here, he may become the victim of domestic abuse, which will
have long-lasting consequences on his psychological development, resulting in
unresolved anger issues.

DUMBLEDORE (thinks profoundly for a moment) Nahhh, he’ll be right.

HAGRID enters, zooming in on a motorbike.

HAGRID ‘Ello Professor Dumbledore, Professor McGonagall! (looking up at the
sky, warmly) What a beau’iful night! Shootin’ stars and everything! Everyone’s
celebrating the boy who lived! (smiles)

MCGONAGALL Hagrid, where’s the baby?

HAGRID Oh, woops.
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HAGRID exits. DUMBLEDORE and MCGONAGELL stand awkwardly for a moment.
HAGRID re-enters with HARRY on his back. HARRY is wearing a nappy.
HAGRID puts him on the floor. All stare down, then nod at each other and exit.

PETUNIA enters and screams.

PETUNIA Ahhhh it’s a baby!

DUDLEY A WHAT?

UNCLE VERNON (makes a drill sound with his drill)

AUNT PETUNIA shakes her head and pats UNCLE VERNON on the shoulder,

AUNT PETUNIA There’s a letter! (reads) Dear Petunia, he’s your problem now.
Dumbledore.

The Dursleys exit. HARRY stands there in his nappy or blanket. OTHER CHARACTERS come on and help
dress HARRY in a cloak.

NARRATOR 1 And so Harry had a miserable childhood living in a cupboard under the
stairs, until eventually one day Hagrid bashed down a door and came to say…

HAGRID Yer a wizard, Harry!

HARRY I’m a… a what?

HAGRID A wizard!

NARRATOR 2 And before long, Harry was on an exciting trip to DIAGON ALLEY to
prepare for his trip to Hogwarts. Let’s stop by the Leaky Cauldron for a drink!

TRANSITION MUSIC - we are now in the Leaky Cauldron.

TOM the barman has a cloth and is wiping an invisible bar.

ALL PERFORMERS who are not occupied are the bar patrons in this scene.

TOM The usual, Hagrid? A litre of butterbeer with ten shots of whiskey?

HAGRID Can’t Tom! I’m on Hogwarts business. (slaps HARRY on the back)

TOM Good Lord! Can this be…? (looks closely) Bless my soul, it’s Harry Potter!
(hugs him) Welcome back!
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ALL BAR PATRONS look around. Silence.

QUIRREL P-P-Potter! Can’t tell you how p-pleased I am to meet you! (wacks own
head) Shut up! (smiles) I’m your d-defence against the d-d-dark arts
teacher! (wacks head again) Be quiet!

HARRY What was that?

QUIRREL Nothing. I’ve got head lice.

HARRY Oh.

QUIRREL exits, scratching/hitting his head. GOBLIN enters carrying a torch.

GOBLIN Harry Potter! You’ll be needing some money! This way to Gringotts! (they
walk; HARRY and HAGRID follow) Key please. (HAGRID finds and gives the key) Torch
please! (holds out his hand, which holds a torch. HARRY nudges it, as if giving him a
torch). Thank you. Here is your vault, Mr Potter.

HARRY (looking out at the audience as if at a pile of gold) WOW! I’m loaded.
What’s in that vault over there? (points) The one that says “Secret Vault Where we Keep
the Philosopher's Stone?”

HAGRID That’s a secret… (shock) It’s empty!

ALL PERFORMERS Dun, Dun, Dunnnnnn.

HARRY I’m going to need a wand.

OLIVANDER Did someone say WAND?

HAGRID & GOBLIN exit.

OLIVANDER Harry Potter, did you know that the wand chooses the wizard? (holds out
arm to indicate where WAND 1 will enter) Dragon Heartstring!

WAND 1 (enters, looks Harry up and down) Ew, no, I don’t like him. I don’t want to
do his magic. Ew. (exits)

OLIVANDER Pity. What about this one? Unicorn hair!

WAND 2 (enters, inspects Harry) Look, I’m not gunna lie, I’ve got lots of options.
I sense anger issues. It’s not going to work out.

OLIVANDER Thankyou! (Wand 2 exits). I wonder... Phoenix feather!
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WAND 3 (enters, looks at Harry) Oh my god, I love you! (hugs) Let’s do magic

together. (Wand 3 gives Harry a wand & exits)

HARRY (looking at wand) Wow.

HAGRID (enters ‘carrying’ an owl, holding her as if a cage is beneath his hand)
Harry, I got you an owl!

HEDWIG Hello Harry.

HARRY Hi! I’m going to call you Hedwig!

HEDWIG My name’s Clive.

HARRY Hedwig it is! (HEDWIG looks unamused.)

HEDWIG Promise me you’ll always take care of me?

HARRY I promise!

HEDWIG And never put me in mortal danger?

HARRY Um, probably not.

NARRATOR 1 So Harry and Hedwig start their journey to Hogwarts...

NARRATOR 2 Where they meet some rather interesting young witches
and wizards… (each enter one by one, surrounding HARRY)

NEVILLE (to the audience) Has anyone seen my toad? It’s like… this big. Dark
green. Goes by the name of… Toad.

DRACO I’m Draco Malfoy. I’ve heard of Hagrid, he’s some kind of servant isn’t he?
Where are your parents? Oh, they’re dead. Too bad, Potter.

CRABBE & GOYLE (sock puppets or face drawn on hand) I’m Crabbe / I’m Goyle. / We follow Malfoy around
because we’re insecure. (cradles fists threateningly)

DRACO We’re going to make your life hell!

RON Don’t listen to him, Harry. Ruddy nutter. I’m Ron Weasley. Sunshine,
daisies, butter mellow, turn this stupid fat rat yellow!

HERMIONE Has anyone seen a toad? A boy called Neville’s lost one. Oh, are you
doing magic? Well, it’s not very good, is it. I’m Hermione Granger, and it’s LeviOsa, not
LeviosAH.
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RON (pause, then, to HERMIONE) I’m going to marry you.

HARRY (to RON) Yeah? Well I’m going to marry your sister.

HARRY, RON & HERMIONE look at the audience, disturbed. The NARRATORS are stumped.

NARRATOR 1 Umm…

NARRATOR 2 So they went to Hogwarts where they met Hogwarts students…

HOGWARTS students enter.

NARRATOR 1 And lots of teachers…

SNAPE enters.

SNAPE I am Severus Snape. Ten points from Gryffindor.

MCGONAGELL enters.

MCGONAGELL I am Professor McGonagell. I’d just like to point out something to you all.
This parody has been going for eight minutes and you’re only up to page eighty seven of
Book 1. By my calculation, this play will finish in approximately (looks at watch) six days.
You may like to make arrangements for someone to feed your cat. Now students, get in
line! (reads names) Neville Longbottom.

NEVILLE (to the sorting hat) Have you seen my toad?

SORTING HAT No. Gryffindor!

MCGONAGELL Pansy Parkinson!

PANSY Just so you know, I’m super mean.

SORTING HAT Thankyou for your honesty. Slytherin!

MCGONAGELL Harry Otter? (looks at paper) Sorry, Harry Potter!

HARRY Please not Slytherin. Please not Slytherin.

SORTING HAT Are you sure? You can speak Parseltongue; and green is a better colour
on you. It would match your eyes. (Harry folds his arms) Fine. Gryffindor!

Everyone cheers. Then a dance. End of Part 1.
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PART 2: LEVEL UP!

ANNOUNCER (listening to earpiece) Wait! While you’ve all been participating in the
exposition of the novel, they’ve now released a film and a playstation
Game! It’s time to…

ALL PERFORMERS LEVEL UP!

All performers move quickly around the stage; some exit, some get into places for the Playstation Game and
prepare to Level up!

PLAYSTATION Welcome to the Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone Playstation
Game!

ALL PERFORMERS cheer (even if offtstage). The CHARACTERS line up.

PLAYSTATION The aim of the game is to find the Philosopher’s Stone! Choose your
character! The options are… Harry Potter!

HARRY steps forward and does robotic motions towards his scar.

HARRY (like a playstation robot) My scar hurts. My scar hurts.

HARRY steps back into line.

PLAYSTATION Ron Weasley!

RON steps forward and does robotic motions like he’s just told a joke.

RON I’m comedic relief! I’m comedic relief!

RON steps back into line.

PLAYSTATION Hermione Granger!

HERMIONE steps forward and does robotic motions of ‘swish and flick’ while saying robotically:

HERMIONE I’m better than all of you. I’m better than all of you. (steps back into line)

PLAYSTATION Neville Longbottom!
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NEVILLE steps forward crying.

NEVILLE Where’s my toad? Where’s my toad?

NEVILLE steps back in line.

PLAYSTATION Neville’s Toad!

NEVILLE’S TOAD steps forward.

NEVILLE (robotically, in sync to shrugging) I’m lost. I’m lost. I’m lost.

NEVILLE’S TOAD steps back ino line.

PLAYSTATION Draco Malfoy!

DRACO steps forward robotically.

DRACO I’m sneering at you. (sneer face)  I’m sneering at you. (sneer face)

DRACO steps back into line.

PLAYSTATION Pansy Parkinson!

PANSY steps forward robotically.

PANSY (doing motion, but speaking with a straight face in a robotic style) I want
to have Malfoy’s babies. I want have Malfoy’s babies.

HERMIONE (in background) Ew.

RON (in background) Inappropriate.

DRACO (in background) Shut up, Weasley!

PLAYSTATION Luna Lovegood!

LUNA is gazing dreamily around, unaware her character has been announced.

PLAYSTATION (impatiently) Ahem. Luna Lovegood.

LUNA steps forwards - the only one who is not robotic at all, as if immune.

LUNA LOVEGOOD I’m not introduced until Book Four. Isn’t it weird Harry Potter and his
friends didn’t notice me until Book Four? (looks offtstage suddenly) Is that a Nargle?
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LUNA walks dreamily in the direction of the Nargle until she exits. Everyone watches her.

PLAYSTATION Severus Snape!

SNAPE steps forward, robotically.

SNAPE (seriously, pointing to the audience) Ten points from Gryffindor! (seriously,
pointing to the audience) Ten points from Gryffindor!

SNAPE steps back in line.

PLAYSTATION The REAL Severus Snape!

SNAPE steps forward, miming a tear falling from his cheek.

SNAPE Lily Potter. Always.

SNAPE steps back into line.

HARRY POTTER (in the background, shaking head) You’ve got issues.

PLAYSTATION (to audience) So, audience, which character do you choose? Call out
your chosen character! (listen) What’s that? You choose Harry Potter
because it’s in the script? Great choice!

HARRY steps forward and jumps up and down. The other characters form a line in the background.

PLAYSTATION Level 1. You see your parents the Mirror of Erised!

LILY POTTER and JAMES POTTER enter.

JAMES POTTER Hello son!

LILY POTTER Our dear Steve!

HARRY What? My name’s Harry…

LILY & JAMES THEY CHANGED YOUR NAME?!

HARRY MY NAME’S STEVE?!

LILY Of course! Steve Potter, the boy who lived!

DUMBLEDORE enters (wearing a ridiculous Santa beard and glasses).

DUMBLEDORE I can explain. (thinks) Nah, I got nothing. (exits)
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PLAYSTATION The mirror holds no answers. LEVEL UP!

On the words ‘level up’, the line of characters jumps with energy, repeating ‘LEVEL UP!’

PLAYSTATION Harry Potter visits Hagrid’s Hut and finds out the Philosopher’s stone is
hidden behind a trapped door guarded by a three-headed dog!

ALL CHARACTERS (jump as you speak!) LEVEL UP!

PLAYSTATION Harry meets a centaur named Firenze in the Forbidden Forest!

FIRENZE enters.

FIRENZE (robotically) I’m half a horse. I’m half a horse.

PLAYSTATION Firenze tells Harry Voldemort wants to steal the Philosopher’s stone
which will give him immortality!!

ALL CHARACTERS (jumping) Level up!

PLAYSTATION Harry and his friends find the trapped door, guarded by a three-headed
cerberus inspired by J.K. Rowling’s degree in the Classics at the
University of Exeter!

The THREE-HEADED DOG enters - basically three heads in a giant jumper.

THREE-HEADED-DOG WOOF! WOOF! (singing) WHO LET THE DOGS OUT!

WHOLE CAST WHHOFF, WHHOOFF!!!

SFX: WHO LET THE DOGS OUT (Random Harry Potter Dance)

PLAYSTATION Harry and his friends must overcome obstacles to reach the Philosopher’s
Stone!

CHESS PIECE Hi! I’m a Chess Piece? Would you like to play?

HARRY (hesitant) O-K.

PLAYSTATION They play chess, and Ron takes one for the team!

RON drops to the ground.

RON I’ll be a knight! (seemingly dying, struggling to speak) Comedic -- relief.
(dies)
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PLAYSTATION Ron loses 100 XP!

HARRY CHECK MATE!

PLAYSTATION Harry wins the game!

ALL PERFORMERS Level up!

THREE-HEADED DOG (howling victoriously) Ahhhrooooo!!!

PLAYSTATION Harry discovers that it was Defence Against the Dark Arts teacher Quirrell
who was trying to get the Philosopher’s Stone!

QUIRRELL (to the audience) IT WAS MEEEEEEEEEEEE!

EVERYONE (exaggerated shock) Ahh!!!

QUIRRELL removes his turban (turns) and reveals VOLDEMORT living on the back of his head.

QUIRRELL Hello P-P-P-Potter! I have a h-h-headache! Can you get me some
p-p-p-Pandadol?!

VOLDEMORT Hi. I’m he-who-must-not-be-named. (forgets himself) I mean: (scarily)
Voldemort.

EVERYONE DUN, DUN, DUNNNNNNNN.

PLAYSTATION And Harry defeats Voldemort by touching his face.

HARRY touches VOLDEMORT’S face.

PLAYSTATION Voldemort loses 1000 XP!

VOLDEMORT Ahhhhhh, no, it burns it burns! Nooo, I’m melting, I’m melting…

PLAYSTATION And so Voldemort is dead, and J.K. Rowling is a millionaire.

EVERYONE ` END OF BOOK 1.

ALL EXIT to prepare for the YULE BALL.

J.K. ROWLING - a guy in a blonde wig - enters.

JK ROWLING (walks on counting money, then notices the audience) Oh hi, I’m J.K. Rowling. (ahem) And
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so it was that the popularity of the Harry Potter books continued, being translated into
dozens of languages and adored by children all over the world! Before long, Harry Potter and
his friends went through puberty, so by the time I got to book 4, it was nothing but teenage
angst and dating, with a few dragons thrown in. Let’s go now to Book 4 where three magical
schools are competing in the TriWizard Tournament and everyone’s hormones are going
crazy. It’s time for the famous YULE BALL. Enjoy!

PART 3: THE YULE BALL

FRED and GEORGE are announcing guests as they arrive at the Yule Ball. A few guests are already present; they
clap as guests enter and react to the lame jokes of Fred & George. RITA SKEETER is standing nearby with a giant
feather quill.

FRED Welcome to the Yule Ball! I’m Fred!
GEORGE And I’m George!
FRED And we’re the EMCEES!
RITA And I’m fashion correspondent, Rita Skeeter.

(FLEUR enters, waving)

GEORGE Here’s Fleur Delacour from Beauxbatons!
RITA SKEETER Fleur is wearing this season’s hottest colour: blue!
FRED I thought she’d be eating a baguette!
GEORGE Fred, that’s offensive to the French.
FRED Come on, what are they gunna do?
FRED & GEORGE SURRENDER?! (laugh to themselves like they’re hilarious, RITA stares

at them)

(CEDRIC enters with CHO)

FRED And here is Cedric with Cho!
RITA Cedric Diggory is looking very handsome tonight.
GEORGE Especially because he’s not dead yet.
CEDRIC What?
CHO Why would Cedric die?
GEORGE No reason.

(CEDRIC & CHO look suspicious, then go to join other guests. NEVILLE and GINNY enter)

FRED It’s our sister Ginny.
GEORGE With Neville… this is uncomfortable.
GINNY Shut UP, you two!
NEVILLE Where’s my toad?
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GINNY (soothingly) Neville, that was four years ago. Come on.
RITA And these are two complete nobodies.
GINNY What did you say? (getting in her face) Say that again!
RITA Come at me!
NEVILLE (holding back GINNY) No, Ginny, she’s not worth it.

(NEVILLE and GINNY go to the area with other guests and watch as LUNA enters)

FRED And now we have Luna Lovegood completely alone!
RITA SKEETER Tragic.
LUNA I’m not alone… I have a nargle (holds arm on imaginary nargle arm)
GEORGE Suuuuuure you do.

(DUMBLEDORE enters with MCGONAGELL)

FRED And it’s Professor Dumbledore with… (confused) Professor McGonagell.
GEORGE It’s not just Lupin’s Boggart that’s in the closet. (nudges FRED)
FRED You won’t get that joke unless you follow JK Rowling on Twitter.
GEORGE Don’t follow her on Twitter.

(RON enters with PADMA PATIL)

FRED And it’s Ron Weasley with Padma Patil!
GEORGE He looks like a complete plonker in his robes.
RON Shut up (tackles them)
PADMA Ron! Come on! You’re supposed to ask me to dance.
RON Urgh.

(RON wanders off to where the other guests are and PADMA follows sulkily, arms crossed).
(HARRY enters with PARVATI PATIL)

FRED And it’s Harry Potter with Parvati!
GEORGE Bet he wishes he was with Cho.
PARVATI (offended) I’m right here, guys!

(HAGRID enters)

FRED It’s Hagrid!
EVERYONE HAGRID!
RITA A giant with abundant facial hair has entered.
HAGRID I ‘eard that. (goes to stand with other guests)

(HERMIONE enters with a bread crumb in her hand)
(The guests all exclaim in shock)

HARRY Is that Hermione?
RON With a crumb?
FRED & GEORGE A BREAD CRUMB?
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RITA SKEETER Hermione Granger has entered carrying a bread crumb. She looks very beautiful. Is it

natural, or did she get magical-plastic surgery?

(RON goes up to HERMIONE, jealous.)

RON I can’t believe you came with a crumb! You’re fraternising with the enemy!
HERMIONE The enemy? It’s just a bread crumb!
RON A crumb off a DURMSTRANG loaf of bread!
HERMIONE If you wanted to come to the ball with me, you should have asked! (dramatically overacting)

And not as a last resort!

(HERMIONE marches off dramatically. RON marches in the opposite direction.)
(DOBBY and WINKY enter)

FRED It’s Dobby and Winky!
GEORGE Winky has been on the butterbeer again!
DOBBY Look, it’s Harry Potter! Such an honour it is!
WINKY (drunkenly) What’s a (belch) Harry Potter?
DOBBY Shhh Winky, don’t embarrass Dobby.
WINKY Dobby rhymes with knobby hahahahahaaha
DOBBY Oh my god. I’m never taking you anywhere again.

(WINKY passes out. DOBBY and others help escort her to where the other guests are.)

(HAGRID - cast 2 - exits to get into Toad costume. DRACO enters with PANSY.

FRED And it’s Draco and Pansy.
GEORGE (cough-) Evil.
DRACO What’s that?! (pointing at DOBBY) There are house elves here?! At a Wizard’s Ball?
PANSY Ewww! Gross.
HARRY You say that again, Malfoy.
GINNY Yeah! Come at me!
PANSY BRING IT ON, WEASLEY!!
EVERYONE FIGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT!

HARRY & GINNY fight DRACO & PANSY – they are shoving each other.

HERMIONE STOP! (everyone stops) Haven’t you forgotten something? (looks around, everyone shrugs)
You’re wizards! You have wands for fighting!

ALL FOUR Oh yeah. (all look around & in pockets for wands)
DRACO Where’s my wand?
PANSY You left it in the dormitory.
DRACO Why didn’t you remind me?
PANSY I’M NOT YOUR MOTHER!!

(Silence.)

GINNY Neville, have you seen my wand?
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NEVILLE (coldly, profoundly) Now you know what it feels like.

NEVILLE exits. Everyone watches him go.

HAGRID (CAST 1)/MCGONAGALL/MAD EYE (CAST 2):

Get ready for more awkwardness as we invite the Champions to dance with their partners to
open the Yule Ball!

CUE MUSIC: Harry dances with Parvati, Cedric dances with Cho, Fleur dances with someone (?) , and Hermione
dances with her bread crumb.

Then NEVILLE dances on, slow dancing with his toad.

Then Malfoy goes and dances too, with himself. PANSY tries to join in.

Everyone joins...

Then there’s a DANCE OFF.

END OF PART 3
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PART 4

DOLORES UMBRIDGE enters as everyone is dancing (those needed early in this scene should have exited earlier).

DOLORES STOP THIS AT ONCE!

The music goes off suddenly. Everyone freezes.

DOLORES I am Dolores Umbridge. (gives a disturbing little giggle) The Ministry of Magic has decided
that you only have three minutes left to perform this play before we shut you down.

HERMIONE What?! But we’re only up to Book Four!
DOLORES OR I’ll set the Dementors on you!

TWO DEMENTORS enter (black cloaks over faces). They are not scary. They move about the stage like
unintimidating ghosts.

DEMENTOR 1 Rahhh I will suck out your souls.
DEMENTOR 2 Yeahhhh we’re like, so scaryyyy.
DEMENTOR 1 Scaryyyy dementors wooooohhh

Everyone stares at them.

HERMIONE We can’t perform THREE BOOKS IN THREE MINUTES!
DOLORES        Are you saying… you’re not smart enough?
HERMIONE (rolls up sleeves, accepting challenge) Right. Everyone get in line! Hurry up!

Everyone hurries into line – one behind the other from downstage to upstage. Each character arrives
at the front of the line when they are introduced (so everyone must be in the correct order). CEDRIC
is at the front of the line.

HERMIONE (talks very fast) End of Book 4. Cedric is murdered by Voldemort.
CEDRIC           Awww what?! (sulkily joins back of line)
HERMIONE Voldemort comes back from the dead.
VOLDEMORT (now at front of line) Awesome! (joins back of line)
HERMIONE Book 5. Order of the Phoenix is founded to fight Voldemort. The Order includes Harry’s Godfather

Sirius Black—
SIRIUS             Siriusly. You see what I did there?
HERMIONE Tonks.
TONKS             I have awesome hair.
HERMIONE Molly Weasley.
MOLLY Don’t mess with me.
HERMIONE Arthur Weasley.
ARTHUR          I’m scared of my wife.
HERMIONE And a bunch of others. Voldemort wants to find a prophecy to learn how to be super powerful but the

Minister for Magic is like:
FUDGE Voldemort hasn’t come back. Everything’s fiiiiiine!
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HERMIONE He sends Dolores Umbridge to run Hogwarts but she’s a psychopath who makes Harry draw his

name in his own blood.
HARRY My hand hurts.
HERMIONE So he starts Dumbledore’s Army and loads of students sign up like Ron and Neville and Luna—
LUNA (happily) I’m strange!
HERMIONE Long story short, Harry has a fake dream that Sirius is in trouble so we all go to the Ministry of Magic

where there are death eaters like Lucius Malfoy—
LUCIUS I’m an awful person.
HERMIONE And Bellatrix Lestrange—
BELLATRIX I’m going to have Voldemort’s baby.
HERMIONE And Bellatrix kills Sirius!
BELLATRIX      Take that!
SIRIUS             (dying) Siriusly?
HERMIONE And Neville smashes the prophecy—
NEVILLE          Ooops.
HERMIONE Then Voldemort leaves and Dumbledore tells Harry the prophecy which he probably should have

just told him in the first place. The End. (takes a breath) Book six. Ron starts dating Lavender Brown
and is a complete jerk the entire book. The End.

RON (echoing everyone) What?! Come on. I think some other important stuff happened in Book 6.
HARRY Yeah! We worked out that Voldemort has horcruxes which are like pieces of his soul that stop him

from dying, and also Dumbledore got killed by Snape.
ARTHUR          But Snape is actually good because he had the hots for Harry’s mum.
HARRY Dude.
DEMENTOR 1 (under cloak) This is getting awkward. (takes off cloak) I’ll take over. Ahem. Book 7.

Now, the WHOLE CAST is involved in miming and acting out the scenarios.

DEMENTOR 1 At the start, there is an ambush and Hedwig is killed!
HEDWIG (dying) My name’s CLIVE!
DEMENTOR 1 George loses an ear.
GEORGE         I’m holy. Hole-y. Hahaha.

Everyone goes ‘Hahahahaha – (trailing away into a sigh) ah”.

DEMENTOR 2 (joining) And Harry, Ron and Hermione go searching for four horcruxes.

Everyone mimes searching for horcruxes.

FUDGE I found one!! (everyone looks round excitedly) Actually, no, false alarm. (everyone else groans)

DEMENTOR 1 Then they get captured by SNATCHERS!

MIME: SNATCHERS capture Harry, Ron, Hermione, Luna, etc. and take them to Malfoy Manor.

LUCIUS Welcome to Malfoy Manor.
BELLATRIX We like torturing people.
DEMENTOR 2 But they ESCAPE!
EVERYONE: Woohoo! (everyone high fives)
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DEMENTOR 2 And basically, they keep finding and destroying horcruxes--
DEMENTOR 1 And there are a LOT of subplots--
DEMENTOR 2 Until we FINALLY get to…
EVERYONE THE BATTLE OF HOGWARTS!
VOLDEMORT I am Voldemort - you must surrender!
MOLLY& fam Never!

Everyone forms battle lines - all get out wands and start imaginary wand fight to music. Some fall down dead.

DEMENTOR 1 During the Battle of Hogwarts, Tonks dies. Lupin dies. Fred dies. Bellatrix dies. Voldemort dies.
DEMENTOR 2 Technically Harry dies but he comes back from the dead.
DEMENTOR 1 It’s complicated.

Everyone walks forward in a united line.

HARRY But the Wizarding World is safe again.
RON And for all of time, across the wizarding world...
HERMIONE You can still hear people whisper:
EVERYONE Harry Potter, the boy who lived!

LIGHTS OUT. LIGHTS UP FOR CLOSING SONG.

WHOLE CAST CLOSING SONG
LEARN THE SONG & DANCE MOVES HERE: https://youtu.be/0qazd9fDu_0

CLOSING SONG (LYRICS)

The play is over
We’re going home
Hope you enjoyed our
Little Show!
We put it on for your enjoyment
But now it’s done
Thanks for hosting us
It was fun!
But now we’re done
But now we’re done
But now we’re done, it’s true
We could tell from your faces
That you enjoyed it!
We acted off our socks
Now all we have to say is:
NOX!

THE END.
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